FINISHED PROGRAMS
SCRIPTED
SLEEPERS
Thriller

DEATH
HIGHWAY
Thriller

Set in the world of international art dealing, a wealthy businessman starts a Inspired by true events, a gang begins killing people with no apparent
collection of rare paintings of sleeping women. In the hopes of revealing their motive and 2 detectives must overcome their personal conflicts to
mysterious origins, he gets tangled in a web of murder, intrigue and deceit. solve the crimes tormenting the city.
Russia Russian | 8 x 60’

THE KILLER
INSIDE
Drama

Russia Russian | 10 x 60’

NO
RETURN
Drama

An interrogation specialist and her team will delve into 3 suspects’
psychological truth in each episode, as they solve new murders in
their own, unpredictable way.

A dramatic survival story unfolds when a group of 11 hikers set out to
climb one of the world’s most dangerous peaks, and get caught up in
a torrential storm that leaves them stranded in the Brazilian jungle.

Canada French | 30 x 60’ | 3 Seasons

Brazil Portuguese | 13 x 60’

STREET
JUSTICE
Drama

THE
GODMOTHER
Drama

Israel’s break-out crime drama blurs the lines between legality and
justice in a series packed with non-stop action, explosive stunts, gun
fights, gritty crimes, car chases, dangerous romances and more.

Based on a true story, The Godmother follows the family-oriented
Paloma Hermosa who heads up a money laundering and cocaine
trafficking operation.

Israel Hebrew | 26 x 60’ | 3 Seasons

Canada French | 5 x 60’

VERTIGE
Drama

THE
WORDMAKER
Drama

A dramatic mini-series that follows the story of Daphne, a young
A dark drama that explores the blurred lines between dreams and
woman who awakens after 3 months in a coma with no memory of reality, when a professor of sleep disorders wakes up one night at
what happened prior to her alleged suicide attempt.
a bar with no memory of how he got there.
Canada French | 6 x 60’

HOSTAGES
Drama

Israel Hebrew | 7 x 60’

KARL
& MAX
Dramedy

A renowned surgeon is ordered to sabotage an operation on the
Karl and Max are just 2 ordinary guys on an ordinary fishing trip… until
President or her family will die. S2 continues as we follow an
they find a bag containing a gun and millions in cash. A refreshing
officer who has abducted the President, this time to save his family. dramedy filled with suspense, humor and miscommunications.
Israel Hebrew | 22 x 60’ | 2 Seasons

LA
FAMIGLIA
Comedy

Canada French | 10 x 60’

THE
ODDS

Romantic Comedy

A hilarious comedy set around the therapy sessions of a couple from an A touching romantic comedy that follows the story of a man who
ordinary suburban family, as they flashback to the most embarrassing, leaves his wife for another woman, and then tries everything to win
awkward and insane moments that are a part of every family’s life.
her back when he realizes he’s made a mistake.
Israel Hebrew | 30 x 30’ | 2 Seasons

Canada French | 50 x 30’ | 5 Seasons

NON-SCRIPTED
BABUSHKA
Game Show

STILL
STANDING
Game Show

Contestants are presented with 10 giant Russian “babushka” dolls and
The show that will knock you off your feet! Contestants fight to
must open 8 of them for the chance to win the jackpot! With no exit points be the last one still standing and to win $1 million in fast-paced,
or eliminations, the contestants must stake their winnings at every stage! dramatic trivia battles.
UK English | 20 x 60’ | Spain Galician | 130 x 60’ | 2 Seasons

WHO’S
ASKING?
Game Show

Spain Spanish | 231 x 60’ | Italy Italian | 425 x 90’ | 3 Seasons

ONLY ONE
KNOWS
Game Show

It’s not about what the question is, but who asks it! Instead of
picking the type of questions the contestants will be asked, they
must select a “questioner” from the faces on the screen.

5 celebrities compete to win cash prizes for charity, but in every
episode, 1 is given all the answers! He must keep his identity a
secret, while the others try to expose him.

US Hispanic Spanish | 96 x 60’ | Switzerland French | 180 x 30’

Canada French | 870 x 30’ | 5 Seasons

I CAN DO
THAT!

Studio Entertainment

BORN TO BE
A CHEF

Studio Entertainment

A spectacular prime time entertainment series that challenges a
group of celebrities to perform breathtaking live acts and prove
that if you just give them a week, there’s nothing they can’t do!

2 acclaimed chefs will each lead a team of 10 young apprentices,
pushing their budding talents to the limits in an emotion-filled series
where both the kids and the mentors compete to prove themselves!

USA English | 6 x 60’ | Mexico Spanish | 13 x 90’ | Russia Russian | 6 x 150’

Canada French | 10 x 60’

CURVY
SUPERMODEL
Reality

FLIGHT
920
Reality

A nationwide casting show searches for the face of the future – with
20 singles seeking love and adventure are given the chance to travel to
power, style and curves. Only the best “plus-size” models will compete exotic destinations, and must win unique location-based challenges to
for a place in the tough and discriminative modeling industry.
earn their ticket to the next stop. Who will be the last couple on board?
Germany German | 5 x 120’

REGENDER
Docu-reality

Canada French | 43 x 30-90’ | 2 Seasons | Italy Italian | 6 x 90’

LOCAL
HEROES
Docu-reality

This provocative social experiment tries to provide the answers
to the most-asked gender-based questions, by giving 5 men and
women the chance to experience life as the opposite sex.

A moving and dramatic factual series that follows the stories behind a
city’s defenders from firefighters, to paramedics and bomb squads. Feel
the tension and experience the save through the eyes of local heroes.

Germany German | 5 x 60’

Belgium Flemish | 20 x 60’ | 3 Seasons

THE FINAL
CUT DOWN
Lifestyle

NOBODY’S
PERFECT
Dating

Each week, 5 hairdressers try to make the final cut! They will
compete to give lucky passers-by a completely new look in 3
hours, while sharing their best hair styling advice, tips and tricks.

Is honesty the best policy when it comes to love? An original series
where participants air their darkest secrets to prove whether a loving
relationship can be created through baring your soul from the very start.

France French | 35 x 60’ | 2 Seasons

Finland Finnish | 10 x 60’

